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No City halls, as public administration nearer the citizens in cooperation with another public and
private entities have an essential role on the assistance and defense of the family.
That proximity we have with our citizens allows us to create a forum of direct assembly with them, a
forum to discuss directly with families and to have the chance to obtain proposals and performances of the
affected agents.
For that, from the Madrid Network of Townships for Family work as follows:
Looking into the most pragmatic aspect, every township that had approved the document of
adherence during the plenary assembly by its government council belongs to the network.
The chairmanship of the Network calls for periodic meetings with councilmen who are competent
about the family area, integrated in which we call “working tables”, with the aim to interchange
experiences, observe which priority performance situations we share in every moment and how we may
multiply the scope of the activities in other townships. For example, how to reinforce the parents school,
information of the township activities about family, etc.
The network also becomes a platform that offers the councilmen training in subjects related to family
and the chance to create opinion in certain subjects that are important because their sensibility, subjects as
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mother cells, biomedicine, subjects in which the councilmen have no certain information about the possible
moral consequences.
To maintain this connection and this steadiness among councilmen allow us to apply Laws, standards
or directions that come from organisms of a higher level, with celerity and an only criteria to certify the
success of their compliance.
In a future, the Network will organize its own activities. As proposals we have the organization of an
inter-municipal congress or to call for some prizes.
Equally, we want to implement common services common programs as for example, the Parents
School, to join and monetize the effort.
We want as well to introduce the perspective of family in all the township areas (education, health,
finance…) that affect it or have something to do with it.
This is the mission that the Madrid Network of Townships for Family, that may be taken in account by
local administrations of any county or country, applying the way of working more suitable for the
environment and possibilities.
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